
WURM, 23-4-2019, 15.00

present Paul, Mark, eBob, Des, Harro, Arpad

Paul: 8 new disks for jop83. Ccs migration is done, however no more
backups. Needed new burp for new Ubuntu. eBob asks about NFS, still
to be done. Working on last deliverable for Asterics. Several issues
during last e. Too many mysql connections, increased number, now
ok. On started using a different DBBC, while the other was still on,
resulting in 2 data streams to same IP adress. And many weird
problems. Endless discussion results about what jive5ab can or
should do, Harro seems to favor UPDsnor which does not do
reordering but which can distinguish data streams. Mark is clearly
against the no reordering. Harro will consider what can be done. eBob
will at least adapt the tool of the operators to warn them if more or
less data than expected is coming in from a station.
ICT meeting did not happen.

Mark: built CASA6 while in Dublin. Working on report for demo which
still has to happen on 29/4. Some interaction with Maria from
Bordeaux who still does not quite understand the Mark4 output.
Should come to JIVE for a week or so, nothing decided yet.

eBob: mostly worked on VEX1 writer, kind of done, need coparisons.
Continuous cal next, request of dr Bob

Des: convergence of ff not quite understood, many more iterations
than Aips. CASA with LOFAR data still tricky, but has data now. Would
be useful to make CASA usable for LOFAR long baseline data. Has
emailed Jay about how to use simulated data, did get an answer.

Harro: modified j2ms2, can now do the whole source list or select
dynamically. Helped Benito with flag weight script, flags in MS are
now correct. Working on new jive5ab, building estreamer client in.
Used C++11, which is stricter, need to do some modifications. And,
found a bug. Will migrate Zabbix back to VM. Tell people where it is
and how to use it?


